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Abstract—Comics and manga are one of the most important forms of publication and play a major role in spreading culture all over the world. In this paper we focus on balloons and their association to comic characters or more generally text and graphic links retrieval. This information is not directly encoded in the image, whether scanned or digital-born, it has to be understood according to other information present in the image. Such high level information allows new browsing experience and story understanding (e.g. dialog analysis, situation retrieval). We propose a speech balloon and comic character association method able to retrieve which character is emitting which speech balloon. The proposed method is based on geometric graph analysis and anchor point selection. This work has been evaluated over various comic book styles from the eBDtheque dataset and also a volume of the Kingdom manga series.

I. INTRODUCTION

The amount of digital manga read per day is growing very fast. Such a new way of reading allows new capabilities thanks to the richness of manga drawing and the recent progress of mobile platform reading tools. Apart from layout re-flowing (panel re-arrangement) according to screen size, there are little work exploring other ways of reading. New reading ways using new technologies requires a high level of understanding of the image content but almost no research about such level of understanding has been done before. An important and basic step toward the understanding is to associate text to graphics. In the case of comics, this means the association of text in speech balloons with comic characters as its speaker (Fig. 1). This association is not implicitly put by the manga artist into the drawing but understood by the reader according to the position of the elements in the page. Speech balloons are placed in a way that helps the reader to associate them to comic characters and follow the story fluently. The classical scenario is as follows: (i) speech text is inside speech balloons (ii) speech balloons are nearby their speakers (iii) related balloons and comic characters are (most of the time) part of the same panel. Panels, balloons and comic characters positions are the three information required to associate speech balloons and comic characters. Note that sometimes, balloons have a pointer directed towards the comic characters, more precisely its mouth, it is called "the tail".

Low level content extraction has been investigated since about ten years for comics but few recent work concern comics understanding. Recent researches are trying to reach a higher level of description by including semantic aspects. The proposed work is to bridge the gap between low and high levels by taking into account the “semantic” relationships between two physical objects, which are balloons and characters. We believe that content extraction and association methods combined with natural language processing (NLP) [1] in a holistic understanding context can benefit to comics understanding. Such combination can be useful for reconstructing timestamps from panel order, generate script and dialogs from text transcription and balloon order, etc.

In the next section we review content extraction and association methods. Section III details our association approach and Section IV the experiments we performed to validate the proposed method. Finally, Section V and VI discuss and conclude this work respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Panel extraction

Several techniques have been developed to automatically extract panels, assuming that panels are small enough elements to be comfortably read on mobile devices. Several approaches are based on white line cutting with Hough transform [2], recursive X-Y cut [3] or density gradient [4]. These methods do not consider empty area and implicit panels (outline-free) [5]. These issues have been corrected by connected-component approaches but the latter are sensitive to regions that sometimes connect several panels [6]. This over-connection issue has been considered by Khoi [7] using morphological analysis and region growing method to remove such connecting elements but sometimes, it also creates new holes in the panel outline. Recently, Pang [8] introduced a new algorithm able to find splitting lines. Other methods have shown interesting
results for manga and European comics considering different background colors. They are based on watershed [9], line segmentation and polygon detection [10], region of interest detection such as corners and line segments [11].

B. Balloon and tail extractions

Balloons are key elements in comics. They contain most of the text and go pairwise with comic characters. Little work concerns balloon extraction and mainly closed speech balloons have been studied (balloons with a fully connected outline). Arai [12] proposed a white blob detection method based on connected-component detection with four filtering rules related to manga image analysis. Another connected-component approach proposed by Ho [13] uses HSV color space to make a first selection of bright blobs and then consider as candidate the blobs above a certain ratio between the text area and the blob bounding box. Our group developed a method to extract open balloons (balloons with partially drawn outline) by inflating an active contour model around text regions [14]. Recently, we published a first approach to detect tail position and direction on the balloon contour. It is calculated by analyzing the variations between the balloon contour and a smoothed version of the balloon contour [15].

C. Comic character extraction

Comic characters are important elements in comics. They have various features on their shapes, textures and so on. The features obtained from a same character are also various because of its various posture and facial expression. Therefore, comic character extraction is a challenging problem. Few work about comic character extraction have been published until now. Sun [16] proposed a similar partial copy recognition method for line drawings using concentric multi-region histograms of oriented gradients for copyright protection. In Sun’s method, face regions obtained by Viola-Jones algorithm [17] are used as region of interest. Recently, we improved Sun’s method to fit character retrieval for manga. It is more robust against various postures and facial expressions using a few labeled data [18]. We also proposed a generic and unsupervised character extraction approach from contextual information which estimates character regions of interest from the positions of balloons inside panels [15].

III. SPEECH BALLOON AND COMIC CHARACTER ASSOCIATION

Our intention for speech balloon and comic character association (or link) retrieval is to propose a generic approach that can deal with as many types of comics as possible. The subsequent difficulty caused by the consideration of several types of comics is the heterogeneity of the image content. The links being related to balloons and comic characters which are also related to panels, make the task particularly challenging. The proposed method is intended to be robust against all the variations generated by those related elements.

Panels represent snapshots in the story, they are often surrounded by frames and define the layout of the page. However, panels are sometimes implicit (not drawn) and methods from the literature have difficulties to localize them [6], [8]. Similarly to panels, the balloons do not always have a complete outline, sometimes there is only speech text nearby comic characters [14]. The balloon tail is also not always present on the balloon boundary, it relies on artist’s choices. About speaking characters, they may not appear in the image (or panel) when saying something but the reader still can follow the story by interpreting speech text into their context. Finally, the links between speech balloons and speaking characters are not explicitly drawn, they have to be interpreted by understanding the semantic of the image (Fig. 2). All those reasons are challenges for speech balloon and speaker association. We propose a method that is able to retrieve the semantic links between speech balloons and speaking characters using geometric graph analysis and anchor point selection. Note that the proposed approach assumes that panel, balloon and comic character positions have already been extracted (prerequisites).

A. Association method

A close analysis of comics and manga images led us to the following conclusions. In order to be easily associated by the reader, balloons and comic characters are usually close to each other inside panels and sometimes, a tail directed towards the character’s face or mouth is added to the balloon. This can be formulated as an optimization problem where we search for the best pairs (2-tuples) of speech balloons and comic characters corresponding to associations in the story. The main optimization criterion is the Euclidean distance between each entry of the 2-tuples but other criterion like the angle of the tail can be combined as well. Here we use only the Euclidean distance to simplify the problem and formalize it using geometric graph theory [19]. The formalism of geometric graph is appropriate for our study because it defines graphs in a Euclidean plane. Vertices (nodes) are points in general positions (balloons and characters) and edges are straight-lines segments (associations). Note that by using such representation, the angles between edges correspond to angles between elements in the image. We build a geometric graph \( G = (V, E) \) where \( V \) denotes the set of vertices and \( E \) the set of weighted edges in each plane. In our case, the set of vertices \( V \) is composed by two subsets corresponding to spatial positions of balloons \( V_B \subseteq V \) and comic characters \( V_C \subseteq V \) \( (V = V_B \cup V_C) \). It can be assimilated as a bipartite graph. We define the set of weighted edges \( E \) corresponding to all the possible associations between vertices \( V_B \) and \( V_C \). The weight
of each edge is the Euclidean distance (straight-line) between the first and the second entry of the pair (Fig. 3). In order to retrieve the associations, we associate each vertex $V_{ Bj}$ with the vertex $V_{ Cj}$ having the minimal association cost (weight of edge $E_{ij}$). Note that we do not consider the other way around $(V_{ Cj} \rightarrow V_{ Bj})$ because not all comic characters are speaking. We call the optimal association $L^*$ (Formula 1).

\[
L^*(V_{ Bj}, V_{ Cj}) = \text{ArgMin}(E_{ij})
\]  

For instance in Fig. 3a, the three optimal pairs that have been found are $(V_{ B1}, V_{ C2})$, $(V_{ B2}, V_{ C2})$ and $(V_{ B3}, V_{ C3})$ because $\text{ArgMin}(E_{ij}) = E_{12}$, $E_{22}$ and $E_{33}$ respectively. Here, the second association $(V_{ B1}, V_{ C2})$ is not correct because $V_{ B2}$ should be associated to $V_{ C1}$ according to the image. This is corrected in Fig. 3b by using a different set of anchor points.

### B. Anchor point selection method

There are several ways to define the anchors of speech balloons and comic characters. Table I gives a non-exhaustive list of anchor choices ordered by level of precision from zero to four, four being the most precise level. In Table I, we distinguish bounding box and centroid (center of mass) anchor points because their position may vary significantly according to the shape (e.g., balloon with a big tail). The anchor points are selected from the highest level available according to the information given as input to the proposed method. For instance, if the balloon extractor is able to provide balloon and tail tip positions (if any) then we will select tail tip position as anchor point. Another example, if a comic character extractor provides body and face positions then we will use face centers as anchor points.

### IV. Experiments

In this section we evaluate the proposed method of speech balloon and comic character association using two datasets. Because the proposed method relies on the quality of previous extractions (prerequisites), we evaluate our approach using two scenarios. At first, we extract prerequisites using methods from the literature. Then, we use prerequisites from ground truth in order to highlight the performance of the proposed method using error-free prerequisites.

#### A. Datasets

We evaluate the proposed method using two different datasets. The first one is the public dataset eBDtheque [20], this dataset was designed to be as representative as possible of the comics diversity, including few pages of several album types. The second dataset is non public dataset composed by digital images of the first volume of the Kingdom manga (Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Yashuhsa Hara). The main difference between the two datasets is that speech balloons from eBDtheque dataset almost always have a tail contrary to the Kingdom dataset. This difference allows us to show the robustness of the presented method.

1) **eBDtheque dataset**: It is composed by one hundred images which are composed by 850 panels, 1550 comics characters, 1092 balloons and 4691 text lines. It contains images scanned from French comic books (46%), French webcomics (37%) with various formats and definitions, public domain American comics (11%) and unpublished artwork of manga (6%). In addition to the diversity of styles, formats and definitions, there are also differences in design and printing techniques since 29% of the images were published before 1953 and 71% after 2000. From this dataset, we considered only the subset of speech balloons being associated with at least one comic character, which represents 876 balloons (and associations) in total and 97% have a tail. Note that the links in the ground truth files are stored as a metadata named linkedToCharacter which is associated to each speech balloon region and refers to the identifier of the corresponding comic character.

2) **Kingdom dataset**: Kingdom is a famous Japanese manga drawn by Yasuhsa Hara published by Shueisha Inc. since 2006. It won the Grand Prize of Tezuka Osamu Cultural Prize in 2013. The setting of Kingdom is old Chinese history in B.C. 3rd century. We built the ground truth of the first volume of the Kingdom manga in order to evaluate the proposed method, especially its robustness to speech balloons having a small or no tail (more frequent in manga). This volume is composed of 8 chapters and consist in 216 pages in total, each digital image contains a double pages (108 images). This dataset was designed to be as representative as possible of the comics diversity, including few pages of several album types. The second dataset is non public dataset composed by digital images of the first volume of the Kingdom manga (Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Yashuhsa Hara). The main difference between the two datasets is that speech balloons from eBDtheque dataset almost always have a tail contrary to the Kingdom dataset. This difference allows us to show the robustness of the presented method.

### Table I: Examples of anchor point selections for speech balloons and comic characters, ordered by level of precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Speech balloon $V_B$</th>
<th>Comic character $V_C$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bounding box center</td>
<td>Bounding box center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Balloon centroid</td>
<td>Character centroid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tail tip position</td>
<td>Face center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tail position and direction</td>
<td>Mouth center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Performance evaluation

The predicted links are considered as true if the associations between the corresponding balloons and characters exist in the ground truth. The accuracy of the proposed method is calculated from the number of retrieved elements divided by the total number of elements. As mentioned in the introduction of this section, we performed two levels of evaluation in order to highlight error sources. The first evaluation scenario consists in extracting the prerequisites (panel, balloon and comic character positions) using automatic extractors from the literature and then compute the associations using the proposed method on top of it. In this first scenario, the measured error will be a combination of errors from the proposed method and other element extractions (e.g. missed speech balloons, missed comic characters, over-segmentation of panels). In order to measure the proportion of errors which is only related to the proposed method, we perform a second evaluation. This second scenario consists in loading prerequisites from the ground truth and then only calculates the associations using the proposed method. This scenario allows us to evaluate the performance of the proposed method apart from other sources of errors because the prerequisites are error-free (from ground truth).

For each scenario, we compared two anchor point selection methods as discussed in Section III. The anchor points are computed without using (Method A) and using (Method B) the information about tail position. More precisely, for Method A the distance is calculated between balloon centroids and comic character centroids. For Method B, the distance is calculated between tail tip positions and comic character centroids. Note that even when considering the tail information (Method B), if the tail is missing then the results for the concerned speech balloon will be equivalent to Method A.

1) Prerequisites from automatic extractions: In this first experiment scenario, we use prerequisites from automatic content extractors in the literature. Then we associate balloons and comic characters and compare the results on the two datasets. We use our previous methods for the extraction of panels [6], balloons [14] and comic characters [18]. Note that we use another recent work from our team [15] only for extracting comic character from eBDtheque dataset considering the tail (Method B). This alternative is based on regions of interest computation from tail positions and directions. It is more powerful than the face-based algorithm [18] when tail information is available.

The two first rows of Table II show the results on the two datasets for Method A and Method B from automatically extracted prerequisites. It should be stressed that these numbers represent the efficiency of the association method after all prerequisite element extractions (depends on their performances). Using Method A (not considering tail positions), we were able to retrieve 4.33% of the associations from the eBDtheque dataset and 18.60% from the Kingdom dataset. The difference is due to the fact that the method used for comic character extraction gives poor results on non-manga images because it based on face detection trained with manga faces (more stable than other type of comic character faces). In Method B, the additional information of tail position is beneficial to retrieve more associations, especially for the eBDtheque dataset, but the prerequisite errors still impact a lot of results (missed balloons or missed comic characters). In the next evaluation scenario, we disregard prerequisite errors in order to highlight the part of error related to the proposed method only.

2) Prerequisites from ground truth: Given panel, balloon and comic character regions from the ground truth (error-free), we evaluated the performance of the proposed method at retrieving the links between speech balloons and comic characters for both datasets. Results are given in the third and fourth row of Table II. Third row of Table II (anchors from balloon and comic character centroids), shows similar results for both datasets. This means that our method is robust to comic type variations (eBDtheque is mainly composed by European comics and Kingdom dataset only by manga). Fourth row of Table II shows an improvement by 14.74% and 11.39% for the eBDtheque and Kingdom datasets respectively. It confirms the importance of using the tail position when available. This increase is higher for the eBDtheque dataset because European and American comics generally use a bigger tail than manga (less possible confusions for speaker association). Failure examples are illustrated Fig. 4. The first image (Fig. 4a) contains a crowd emitting two balloons, the crowd not being annotated as a comic character in the ground truth, no association could be computed. In Fig. 4b, a non-speaking comic character being in between the balloon and its speaker, the closest character does not correspond to the appropriate speaker for the biggest balloon of this panel. In Fig. 4c, the association failed because the speaker is not in the same panel as the balloon. In Fig. 4d, only one of two associations has been retrieved because the proposed method considers only one association per balloon.

C. Results comparison

The overall performance increases when using a more precise anchor point selection for both evaluation scenarios (difference between Method A and Method B). The performance of previous element extractions has an important impact on the proposed method because more than 70% of the missed associations are due to missed balloons or missed comic characters. The impact of the tail information only becomes visible when prerequisites are properly extracted. As already mentioned, comic character extraction is not trivial, methods from the literature are not yet accurate enough to locate comic characters with a sufficient precision for our purpose.

V. Discussion

The proposed method allows one-to-one speech balloon and comic character association. In case of speech balloons with multi-speakers, the proposed approach can be applied for each tail assuming that the tail extractor has the ability to propose several tails. Panel positions are good clues to compute the associations, in case they are hardly extractable by previous
extractors (e.g. implicit panels), our method can still be used by considering the full image as being a single panel. In this approach, we measured the benefit of tail tip position but we believe that the tail direction is a complementary indication to consider. Tail direction can be integrated in the geometric graph has a property of each balloon vertex and matched with edge angles in order to guide the associations.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a speech balloon and comic character association approach toward comics and manga understanding. The proposed method is composed by anchor point selection and geometric graph analysis. We also analyzed the impact of the prerequisites such as panel, speech balloon and comic character positions. The proposed approach is robust against missing panels and adaptive to different level of description of the balloons (e.g. presence of tail tip) and characters (e.g. body, face or mouth). In the future we plan to also consider tail direction in order to handle out-of-panel speakers and multi-speaker issues.
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